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Prioritizing Candidate Source Craters for Martian Meteorites

Introduction
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Fig. 1. Locations of the 8 candidate craters [3] and major landmarks, superimposed on a MOLA hillshade base map.

Fig. 2. (A) CTX mosaic showing an overview of Tooting with mapping by [6]. The 
surrounding terrain is virtually flat and individual lava flows are nearly indistin-
guishable. (B) MOLA hillshade showing Tooting, the western flank of Olympus 
Mons, and megameter scale flows extending from the southern edge of the lava 
plains. Arrows indicate the inferred direction of flow. (C) HiRISE image (P-
SP_010333_2025) of the edge of a fluvial pit observed by [6] showing stacked 
layers of volcanic flows.

Fig. 3. (A) CTX mosaic showing an overview of Domoni. The nearby terrain 
is heavily cratered and unremarkable in terms of major volcanic features. (B) 
CTX image (B17_016292_2314) showing poorly defined lava flows (white 
arrows) trending from Alba Mons in the southeast to Domoni in the north-
west.  (C) CTX image (ESP_053794_2320) showing a small, more recent 
impact crater superimposed on the ejecta blanket of Domoni.

Fig. 4. (A) CTX mosaic showing an overview of crater 03-000082. Major extensional faults are 
present in two sets: radial to Alba Mons and approximately parallel to lava flows. Some tens of 
kilometers of mappable lava flows are observed on either side of the crater originating from 
Alba Mons. (B) CTX image (F18_042783_2270) showing smooth, platy flows near crater 
03-000082 that overlay fields of wrinkled lava flows (see inset). The flows are crosscut by gra-
bens that trend perpendicular to the smooth flows. (C) CTX image (B20_017610_2258) show-
ing the central channel of a lava flow in red that is overlain by ejecta material from nearby 
craters. 

Fig. 5. (A) CTX mosaic showing an overview of crater 09-000007. This crater lies on the 
southern edge of fossae with frequent nearby grabens and crater pit chains, and only one 
major, mappable lava flow. The asymetrical ejecta indicates an oblique impact occurred. (B) 
CTX images (P22_009659_1980, J05_046647_1964) showing the margins of a lava flow 
running parallel to the edge of the ejecta. The flow is unmappable towards the northern edge 
of the figure as it becomes more diffuse and is overlain by ejecta. (C) CTX images 
(P12_005730_1970, J05_046647_1964) near crater 09-000007 showing a series of chaotic 
flow ridges typical of the area.

Fig. 6. (A) CTX mosaic showing an overview of crater 03-000205. This crater occurs on fossae 
in the Tharsis region hampering accurate mapping of ejecta and tracing of flows more than a 
few tens of kilometers. (B) CTX image (P14_006600_2133) showing a kilometer-scale volca-
nic collapse pit on the southeastern edge of crater 03-000205’s ejecta. Note channel that cuts 
into eastern wall of the fossae, which appears to postdate it. (C) CTX image 
(P17_007813_2132) showing additional nearby collapse features. The channels emanating 
from these features (black arrows) are braided rather than meandering in contrast to the channel 
shown in (B).

Fig. 7. (A) CTX mosaic showing an overview of crater 09-000015 with 
mapping by [3]. (B) CTX mosaic showing a notable lava flow extend-
ing beneath the ejecta of crater 09-000015. (C) CTX mosaic showing 
an additional lava flow that extends beneath the ejecta of crater 
09-000015. The flow is crosscut by a graben which has been filled in 
by ejecta material from the impact.

Fig. 8. (A) CTX mosaic showing an overview of Corinto. While a second, larger 
crater to the northeast largely obscures the terrain, many flows can be traced in a 
northeast-southwest direction near Corinto. (B) CTX images (J04_046229_1988, 
P18_007949_1971) showing the margins of two lava flows becoming diffuse as 
they approach the furthest reaches of ejecta material originating from Corinto. 
(C) CTX mosaic east of Corinto showing a fault that crosscuts significant surfi-
cial lava flows that are heavily cratered by impacts up to a few kilometers in size. 

Fig. 9. (A) CTX mosaic showing an overview of Zunil and sporadic, mappable 
lava flows in the vicinity. (B) HiRISE image (ESP_035006_1875) showing a de-
graded crater pit chain that crosscuts a series of decameter scale flows indicated 
by black arrows. (C) CTX image (B01_009939_1876) showing the different lava 
flow morphologies of the area including chaotic ridges similar to Fig. 5.(C) and 
larger, smoother flows. These morphologies cease to appear closer to Zunil as the 
terrain flattens out.

Near-surface units adjacent to recent impact craters are the origin of martian meteorites [1, 2]. The most well-preserved 
craters occurring on Amazonian-age igneous terrain are the most suitable as potential source craters for igneous martian 
meteorites [3, 4, 5]. A database of “best-preserved” (presumed to be amoungst the youngest, and thereby providing craters 
with relatively recent ejection ages [8]) craters on Mars [4] was queried to find craters occurring on Amazonian-age igne-
ous terrain and other characteristics specific to Zagami, Tissint, Chassigny, and NWA 8159 [5] such as modeled crater di-
ameters based on meteorite shock characteristics. The queries returned <20 possible candidates for our subset of igneous 
martian meteorites [5]. The 8 most well-preserved craters that are candidates for any of the selected meteorites were 
chosen for further analysis. Ejecta extent, nearby flows, and other notable morphologic features were mapped to under-
stand the igneous context of the crater and provide further constraints on the relative degree of preservation of 
the craters.

• Tooting’s lies on flat terrain - nearby volcanic flows are either thin or obscured by dust. Individual flows are not mappable at local scales.
• Surrounding terrain of Domoni is not consistent with recent, fresh volcanic flows. The heavily cratered / degraded material suggests either   
 an older, or different kind of material. At least one fresh impact crater is found on the ejecta of Domoni.
• 03-000082 contains fresh, mappable lava flows occuring directly adjacent to the ejecta. No flows were traced under the ejecta but this is   
 likely due to the thickness of the ejecta on top of the relatively low-relief flows
• 09-000007 is found just south of Hesperian age material and fractures. The nearby flows are mostly chaotic, showing no primary direction   
 of travel at local scales, while the one mappable flow adjacent to the crater trends northwest to southeast.
• 03-000205 crosscuts many catenae and other stress related features. Dust and high relief fractures obscure lava flows impeding the ability   
 to trace them for more than a few kilometers; however, flows in this region generally originate from Alba Mons.
• 09-000015 is in an area with thick coverage of dust; however, many large, mappable flows are noted trending from Ascraeus Mons to the   
 southwest are observed that can be traced underneath the thinner ejecta layers.
• Corinto has many mappable lava flows nearby, including one that is noted to be overlain by ejecta. The nearby terrain shows more frequent  
 and larger craters than any of the other candidate craters.
• Zunil occurs on nearly flat terrain with flows in multiple directions that are either partly or completely obscured by dust. A single, 
 mappable flow ~120km to the southwest of Zunil flows approximately parallel to the nearby grabens from northwest to to southeast.
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Candidate source craters are binned into groups based on two selection criteria. The first selection criterion is rel-
ative degree of preservation using observations such as  pitted material [4], post-dating impacts on the ejecta and 
within the crater interior [7], and the presence of thermophysical rays [8]. The second selection criterion is the 
presence of nearby, mappable lava flows, and the crosscutting relationships between flows, ejecta, and other geo-
logic features. Lower priority craters are not ruled out as potential candidates. With these criteria in mind, and the 
observations noted, Corinto, Zunil, 09-000015, 09-000082, and Tooting are more probable sources of meteorites 
because they have mappable flows that appear younger (less impacted). Domoni, 09-000007, and 03-000205 are 
less likely to be sources of meteorites as their immediately adjacent volcanic terrain lack young, mappable flows.
Mapping of the eight craters and nearby features will continue to provide extensive overviews of the each of the 
candidate craters. Available HiRISE imagery will be used to identify more post-impact craters in crater interiors 
and ejecta [8] and provide confirmation of stacked lava flows in crater walls. Other ongoing work includes identi-
fication of thermophysical rays [8] associated with candidate source craters, if present, and evaluation of local 
and regional dust free areas that may yield opportunities for spectral matching [9].
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